1. Hearings Notice (PDF)
Notice is hereby given that the Land Use Hearing Officer will hold two hearings at
approx. 2:00 p.m. on Thursday, May 12, 2022: 1) LUHO-22-010, Matt McClellan is
requesting a variance to allow a detached accessory structure within the yard
described as the area “between the designated front of the residence and any lot line
abutting a street or private right-of-way” at approx. 3825 South Parkview Drive; and 2)
LUHO-22-011, Jeff Speigel is seeking a variance for a reduction in the front yard setback
to fifteen (15) feet at 3887 E. Thousand Oaks Circle. If approved, the applicant will be
asking for an exception, or variance from the setbacks as prescribed within the R-1-10
Zoning Code. Members of the public seeking to comment on these applications must
follow the Interventions and Proceedings process in Millcreek Code 19.92.030. For more
information on the hearings, please visit https://millcreek.us/agendacenter or call 801214-2700. In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, individuals needing
special accommodation during the hearings should notify the ADA Coordinator at
khansen@millcreek.us or 801-214-2751 two days in advance.
Documents:
LUHO-22-010 STAFF REPORT.PDF
LUHO-22-011 STAFF REPORT.PDF

3330 S 1300 E
Millcreek UT
84106
801-214-2700

File # LUHO-22-010

Land Use Hearing Officer Summary & Analysis
Date:
Request Type:
Parcel ID:
Address:
Zone:
Applicant:
Planner:

5/12/2022
Variance
16-36-327-014
3825 South Parkview Drive
R-1-21, Single-Family Residential Zone
Matt McClellan
Brad Sanderson, AICP
Current Planning Manager

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
The applicant is proposing to convert the existing basement garage (approximately 648 sqft) into
livable space and leave the driveway for extra parking. In lieu of the basement level garage, the
applicant is proposing to construct a new 32’ x 35’ (1,120 sqft.) detached accessory structure (garage)
near the northwest corner of the house at approximately 10 feet from the west property line.
Because of the proposed location of the accessory structure, the applicant is seeking a variance to
the following sections of Millcreek City’s code:
19.04.565:
Front yards serving single-family dwellings, duplexes, triplexes and four-plexes shall be defined as
the space on the same lot with a building, between the designated front of the residence and any
lot line abutting a street or private right-of-way.
19.14.070:
Accessory buildings shall only be allowed in a rear yard, or within the side or rear setbacks of the
main building of the lot, provided the accessory building meets the separation requirement in
section MKZ 19.14.070 (A)(2).
19.14.050 Yards:
1. Dwellings: The minimum yard requirements for a private garage or dwelling are as follows:

ZONE

FRONT
YARD

R-1-10, R-1-15,
30 feet
R-1-21

SIDE YARD
(Interior)

SIDE YARD (Facing
a public street)

REAR YARD
WITHOUT GARAGE

REAR YARD WITH
GARAGE

10 feet on each
side

20 feet

Same as above

Same as above

The city code allows the Land Use Hearing Officer to grant a variance from the terms of Title 19,
based on certain criteria, as stated below:
19.92.050:
A. The authority shall have the following powers to authorize on appeal in specific cases a
variance from the terms of this title. The authority may grant a variance only if:
1. Literal enforcement of this title would cause an unreasonable hardship for the
applicant that is not necessary to carry out the general purpose of this title;
2. There are special circumstances attached to the property that do not generally apply
to other properties in the same district;
3. Granting the variance is essential to the enjoyment of a substantial property right
possessed by other property in the same district;
4. The variance will not substantially affect the general plan and will not be contrary to
the public interest; and
5. The spirit of this title is observed, and substantial justice is done.
(Answers to questions are attached to document).”
B. In determining whether enforcement of this title will cause unreasonable hardship, the
authority may not find an unreasonable hardship unless the alleged hardship is located on or
associated with the property for which the variance is sought and comes from circumstances
particular to the property, not from conditions which are general to the neighborhood. In
determining whether or not enforcement of this title would cause an unreasonable hardship,
the authority may not find an unreasonable hardship if the hardship is self-imposed or
economic. In determining whether or not there are special circumstances attached to the
property, the authority may find that special circumstances exist only if special circumstances
relate to the hardship complained of and deprive the property of the privileges granted to
other properties in the same district. The applicant shall bear the burden of proving that all
the conditions justifying a variance have been met.
C. In granting a variance, the authority may impose additional requirements on the applicant
that will mitigate any harmful effects of the variance or serve the purpose of the standard or
requirement that is waived or modified.

STAFF FINDINGS & ANALYSIS
Staff Findings:
1. According to Salt Lake County records, (Exhibit D) the existing house was originally
constructed in 1956 and may have received some improvements later in 1997 (see effective
built date). The property is accessed by a meandering private right-of-way extending between
the west property line and Parkview Drive (Exhibit E).
2. The McClellan’s appear to have purchased the property, via a warranty deed, in 2006
(Exhibit E).
3. The existing house is setback approximately 39 feet from the west property line, 51 feet
from the north property line, 65 feet from the south property line and five feet from the east
property line. As situated, the existing primary residential structure or “house” exceeds the
minimum 30’ front yard setback as measured to the west property line, and as defined by
Millcreek City’s codes, 19.04.565 and 19.14.050.
4. The location of an entrance or orientation of a structure is typically not used to determine
yard areas or setbacks, as lots and buildings often have more than four sides, and structures
often have multiple entrances. Additionally, yard areas are typically used throughout the code
to determine the placement of fencing, accessory structures, landscaping, parking, etc.
Staff Analysis:
The burden of justifying a request for a variance rest on the applicant. Utah Code § 10-9a-702(3)
and City Code §19.92.050

1. Literal enforcement of this title would cause an unreasonable hardship for the
applicant that is not necessary to carry out the general purpose of this title;
In determining whether enforcement of this title will cause unreasonable
hardship, the authority may not find an unreasonable hardship unless the
alleged hardship is located on or associated with the property for which
the variance is sought and comes from circumstances particular to the
property, not from conditions which are general to the neighborhood. In
determining whether or not enforcement of this title would cause an
unreasonable hardship, the authority may not find an unreasonable
hardship if the hardship is self-imposed or economic. City Code
§19.92.050.B
Staff Analysis:
The shape of the property is somewhat rectangular being that it is approximately 185 feet as
measured from north to south, and ranges in width from 120 feet (from east to west) along
the north property line and 131 feet (from east to west) along the south property line.
Furthermore, Salt Lake County Accessor’s Office classify the property’s lot shape as being
“Regular” (Exhibit D).
Both aerial imagery (Exhibit B) and the concept plan (Exhibit C), depict the residential
structured as being located more or less within the center of the property and oriented such

that, the building facades are somewhat parallel to the property lines; with the exception of
the east building façade, which is at a slight angle to the east property line.
According to the applicant, the primary entrances to the residence, is located on the north
side of the home with a vehicular access to the garage located on the west side at the
basement level. The applicant argues that the front of the house should be determined based
on the location of the primary door(s).
As stated above, city code defines the front yard area as being the area located “between the
designated front of the residence and any lot line abutting a street or private right-of-way”.
Since the “front of the residence” could arguably be located on the north side of the
structure (as argued by the applicant) and, the “lot line abutting a street or private right-ofway” is the west property line, the front yard area could arguably be located on either the
north or west sides of the residential structure… or even both sides of the residential
structure.
However, in either case, whether the front yard is determined as being the area north or west
side of the residential structure, Section 19.14.070, states: “accessory buildings shall only be
allowed in a rear yard, or within the side or rear setbacks of the main building of the lot”;
thus, prohibiting the accessory building from being constructed in the front yard area which
or at the proposed location. If the front yard area could be determined as the area located
between the residence and the west property line, then the area directly north and east of the
residential structure could be considered as a side yard, then the proposed detached
accessory structure could be considered in the nearby vicinity.
Although not ideal for the property owner, there is ample space where a detached accessory
building could be located further east and directly north of the existing house, enabling the
structure to comply with the minimum front yard setback thus allowing sufficient driveway
depth for vehicles. The remaining yard area north of the residential structure, as well as the
undisturbed yard area south of the house, may both be considered as reasonably useable yard
areas.
Staff concludes that literal enforcement of the code requirements for an accessory building,
particularly in determining the front yard area as interpreted by City Staff (see Exhibit F),
would not deprive the owner of their ability to have an accessory building as is allowed by
the zone. Based on the dimension of the lot, Staff agrees with the County’s classification that
the lot shape is regular. Based on the size of the lot, the property owner still has significant
yard areas located both north and south of the existing residential structure, which can still
be enjoy in a similar manner as other property owners which share the same property rights.
Unless further information is presented, it is Staff’s opinion, that the applicant has not
demonstrated that their circumstances are particular to the property and therefore has not
met their burden of proof. Due to size and location of the proposed structure, the hardship
would seem to be based on economic and self-imposed hardships.

2. There are special circumstances attached to the property that do not generally apply
to other properties in the same district;
In determining whether or not there are special circumstances attached to the
property, the authority may find that special circumstances exist only if special
circumstances relate to the hardship complained of and deprive the property of
the privileges granted to other properties in the same district. City Code
§19.92.050.B
Staff Response:
The property owner alludes to some “extreme slope” on their existing driveway leading up
to their garage, which they cannot change the slope of their driveway due to the existing
elevation of both their garage and their neighbor’s garage. As depicted within the concept
plan, there appears to be approximately 12% slope between the west property line and the
existing basement level garage. City code suggests that driveway slopes should not exceed
10% for the very reasons the applicant mentions are current safety issues. Millcreek City
Code §14.12.110
Both the slope of the driveway and elevation of the garage are circumstances which were
pre-existing prior to applicant owning the property and are somewhat unique to the
property. Changing either the slope of the existing driveway, or the elevation of existing
garage would seem financially impractical and may otherwise adversely affect the adjacent
landowner.
Constructing a new detached accessory building could potentially solve existing safety issues
related to existing driveway slope; however, Staff disagrees with the applicant that the
location of the detached accessory structure, as proposed, is the only suitable location.
Locating the structure further to the east, does not deprive the property having an accessory
structure.

3. Granting the variance is essential to the enjoyment of a substantial property right
possessed by other property in the same district;
Staff Response:
A detached accessory structure could feasibly be constructed on the property while
complying with the minimum setback requirements. Complying with the minimum setback
requirements, would not infringe on the essential enjoyment of a substantial property right,
since the remaining yard areas, located both north and south of the home, are still significant
in size.

4. The variance will not substantially affect the general plan and will not be contrary to
the public interest;
Staff Response:
The existing driveway to the basement garage is over 12% slope and presents an obvious
safety concern for the property owner and users of the driveway. Constructing a new
detached accessory building at a lower elevation and perhaps in a different location, would
improve the health, safety, and general welfare as prescribed by the general plan.
However, allowing a reduced driveway depth between the property line and detached
accessory building to as little as 10 feet per the proposed concept plan, would be
insufficiently deep enough to park a typical sized vehicle between the proposed accessory
structure and west property line, and potentially infringing on the adjacent landowner’s rights
and privileges.
Maintaining the existing driveway near the current basement garage for guest parking, as
mentioned by the applicant, does not change the existing safety concerns related to the slope
of the existing driveway.

5. The spirit of this title is observed, and substantial justice is done.
Staff Response:
The purpose of yard areas and setbacks existing to create an aesthetic appeal, to allow each
property to properly function, to serve a safety purpose, and to protect the rights and
privileges of adjoining property owners. Substantially reducing setbacks would be contrary to
the spirit, intent, and purpose for which setbacks are created.
Supporting Documents:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exhibit A - Variance Application
Exhibit B - Zoning/Aerial imagery
Exhibit C - Concept Plans
Exhibit D - Salt Lake County Assessor’s Data
Exhibit E - Warranty Deed
Exhibit F – Yard areas
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Millcreek.us

Variance/Appeal Hearing Application
before the Appeal Authority
File #

Zone: Community Council: Planner:
Parent File #: Date:

Name(s):Matthew McClellan
Address per tax rolls: 3825 South Parkview Drive
City/County:SLC

State: Utah

Office/home phone:
Mobile phone:

Zip:

84124

Fax:

801-557-2618

Message phone:

Email address mpm2782@yahoo.com

Application is made for:
Variance from the terms of the zoning ordinance
(See Section A, Page 2
Appeal of an administrative decision in interpretation of the zoning ordinance (See Section B,
Page 3)

ANSWER THE QUESTIONS COMPLETELY

Section A

Application for a variance from the terms of the zoning ordinance

10-9a-702. Variances.

(1) Any person or entity desiring a waiver or modification of the
requirements of a land use ordinance as applied to a parcel of property that he
owns, leases, or in which he holds some other beneficial interest may apply to
the applicable appeal authority for a variance from the terms of the
ordinance. These conditions are set forth in the following five questions:
1. State how the literal enforcement of the zoning ordinance would cause an
unreasonable hardship that is not necessary to carry out the general purpose
of the land use ordinance. (NOTE: A hardship must be associated with the
property for which the variance is sought, comes from circumstances peculiar
to the property, not from conditions that are general to the neighborhood, and
cannot be self-imposed or economic,
10-9a-702 (b). I am applying for a variance in the form of one of two options.
either a set back variance to allow for a new detached garage to be placed roughly nine feet from
the west property line. Or, a “naming” variance to allow for the West side of our property to be
called the “side yard” or “back yard” rather than the “front yard”. Due to the unusual and peculiar
nature of our lot and anomalous orientation of our house , We are seeking to place a new garage
on the north west corner of our property. The existing garage which is original to the home sits
at the top of an extreme slope in our driveway and is unsafe in the winter months. When we get
snow, it requires that we park our vehicles at the bottom of our driveway. On several occasions ,
when the snow falls during the night, our vehicles often slide into trees or off the adjacent
embankment when we attempt to leave the house. This unusually steep grade presents an
ongoing hardship and safety concern for not only us, but also our immediate neighbors who
share in this hardship. If we are forced to place the new garage at the set back currently written
in the zoning law, it would require us to build the garage in the middle or even (eastern most)
area of our yard which is also a hardship not placed on the other residents in our community.
This scenario would eliminate half our yard with the actual garage structure and the other half of
the yard would be taken up by the driveway leading to proposed garage. The proposed garage
has only positive impact on our immediate neighbors. It would not block any view shed or
encroach on a neighbors home. The positive impact will be appreciated by both neighbors. The
neighbors to our Southwest will have a less steep driveway as a result of our proposed project
because part of our plans include a “flattening” of the grade on both our driveway and the next
door neighbors driveway. The neighbors to our Northwest are eagerly awaiting this property
improvement so that they can feel confident building their new home without the fear of cars
sliding from our driveway into their property,, potentially crashing into what will be their new
home. It should be noted, our home is set roughly 150 yards from Parkview Drive and is at the
end of a long private curved lane. So Anything we build is not really in view from the Parkview
Drive street itself.

2. What special circumstances are attached to the property that does not generally

apply to other properties in the same land use zone? We have an extremely steep grade to
the immediate south side of our house which prevents us from exploring options for building a new garage
on the south side of the house. Our current driveway leads up to our existing garage at an extreme slope
which is unsafe and inaccessible when snow or ice is a factor.
If the West side of our house is in fact labelled as the “front” of the house, which is how the current zoning
laws describe the property. Then that means the opposite side of the house would be called the “back” of
the house. If that is the case then the existing “ back” of our house is only about four feet from the property
line on the East side of our property. Our house is rotated 90 degrees as it sites on the lot. So this is very
unusual compared to the majority of the homes in our neighborhood. However, all three houses on our
private lane have this same unusual orientation and all three garages face inward towards the lane. Our
new garage would maintain this same inward orientation . We do not have the option to modify our
existing driveway grade because the original existing garage sits at its current elevation and therefore any
change to the current driveway grade would prevent us from being able to drive into the garage.
We can’t increase the elevation on the existing driveway because it would change to approach for our
neighbors and prevent them from entering their garage. Our proposed garage and change in driveway
elevation will improve the neighbors approach to their garage.
Both neighbors on our lane are fully supportive of this plan. It helps resolve problematic driveway issues
for all parties. Building a garage on the North side of our property in the location currently allowed by the
zoning law as it currently reads, forces us to give up our entire yard to garage / driveway

3. How would the granting of a variance be essential to the enjoyment of a

substantial property right possessed by other property in the same land use zone?
Granting this variance will allow for the location and use of a garage that is safe without the hardship of
giving up the entire yard on the property for said garage.

4. How will this variance affect the General Plan for Millcreek City? The general plan for
Millcreek City will not be affected in any way by the granting of this variance. The property in question sits
at the end of a long private bending lane that is not seen by the general public. Also, due to the unique
and peculiar orientation of the existing house on the property, It is extremely unlikely that any other
properties in the City of Millcreek would require a variance similar in nature to the request in this variance.
This variance request also offers the added benefit of improving the safety and general conditions of the
adjacent properties. So if a similar variance were to be issued in other parts of Millcreek City, it would be
to the benefit of the City more broadly.

5. How will the spirit of the land use ordinance be observed and substantial justice

done? As life long residents of Millcreek City and having grown up living on this same street as is the
case with my wife (Wendee Wagstaff), The intentions of this proposed property improvement is to only
add value to the community. The spirit of this proposed garage is to build something that is consistent
with the feel and look of the area. Justice will be done by allowing for this property to enjoy the use of a
garage that is safe. All parties on our private lane have been included in the design and planning of this
proposed garage so that the work can be done in the spirit of collaboration and mutual benefit.
Neither of the adjacent properties would be harmed by the proposed variance.
If our current house were to be built today, There is little doubt that the extreme nature of our driveway
grade would NOT pass inspection and NOT be up to any of the current building codes. The spirit of our
proposed plans will be to make our land better for everybody affected

SIGNATURE – SECTION A ONLY Matthew & Wendee McClellan

DATE April 14th 2022

Section B

Appeal of an administrative determination in applying the

zoning ordinance
10-9a-703. Appealing a land use authority's decision.
The applicant, a board or officer of the county, or any person adversely affected by the
land use authority's decision administering or interpreting a land use ordinance may,
within the time period provided by ordinance, appeal that decision to the appeal
authority by alleging that there is error in any order, requirement, decision, or
determination made by the land use authority in the administration or interpretation of
the land use ordinance.
Date of decision:
What determination was made?

(Include copies of any paperwork that you have received indicating this determination)

Name of board or official making that determination:

State the reason you feel that this determination is in error:

(Use additional paper and attach it to back of this application if more space is needed)

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__

SIGNATURE – SECTION B ONLY

DATE

(For Office Use only)
Date received in Community Development Office: ____________________________________
Fee Paid: $
Received by: Hearing Date : _______________ ____ __
Number assigned for reference: ________________________________________
Date Appeal authority made decision: _______________________________
Decision of the Appeal Authority: ___________________________________
Date decision is mailed to applicant: ____________________________________

APPLICANT’S NAME:
First: Last:
Initial:
Address:

City:

Salt Lake State:

Utah Zip:

Phone: Cell: Email:

Property Owner(s):
First: Matthew Last: McClellan Initial: P
Address:

3825 So. Parkview Drive City:

Phone: Cell:

801-557-2618 Email:

Salt lake State: Utah Zip:

mpm2782@yahoo.com

Professional(s): ❑ Engineer
Company:
Contact:

❑ Architect ❑

Address:

Phone:

Cell:

City:

State: Zip:

84124

Other

Email:

*NOTE: all correspondence will be sent to the applicant’s address:

To facilitate the land use notice and review process, the undersigned hereby authorize the City to reproduce this application
and all documents attached to the application for staff, officials, and the interested public:
Applicant’s Signature:

Date
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EXHIBIT D

Assessor
1.
2.
3.
4.

SLCo
Assessor
Parcel Search
Parcel 16363270140000

Parcel Details
Parcel Search form
Owner:
Address:

<="" p="">

Parcel ID:

6 - 14 digits

Submit Search

When viewing Parcel Details:
View classic page
View printable version

This page shows the assessor's CAMA data, as it was, on May 22, 2021.
16-36-327-014-0000
Parcel
Owner
Address
Total Acreage
Above Grade sqft.
Property Type
Tax District
2021 Land Value
2021 Building Value
2021 Market Value

MC CLELLAN, MATTHEW P & WENDY L; JT
3825 S PARKVIEW DR
0.50
1899
111 - SNGL FAM RES
ACP

$ 582,500
$ 154,600
$ 737,100

40.688193550-111.789414900
40.688193550
-111.789414900

Value History
Land Value
2020
1
$ 582,500
2019
1
$ 564,000
2018
1
$ 564,000
2017
1
$ 564,000
2016
1
$ 564,000
16-36-327-014-0000
Land Record
Record ID 1
Lot Use
Lot Type
Land Class
Income Flag
Seasonal use
Influence Type
Influence Effect
Assmt. Class
Lot Depth

Building Value
$ 69,000
$ 56,700
$ 37,300
$ 24,600
$ 20,700

RESIDENTIAL

PRIMARY-LOT
N

RES-PRIMARY

Market Value
$ 651,500
$ 620,700
$ 601,300
$ 588,600
$ 584,700

Acres
Zone
Sewer
Number Lots
Lot Shape
Lot Location

0.50

Neighborhood
Nbhd Type
Nbhd Effect
Topography
Traffic
Traffic Influence
Street type
Street Finish
Curb Gutter
Sidewalk

653

1110

PUBLIC
1

REGULAR
BACKAGE

STATIC

SUPERIOR
ROLLING

NONE
TYPICAL

RIGHT-OF-WAY
PAVED

N
N

Residence Record
16-36-327-014-0000
Building Style
Assessment Classification
Exterior Wall Type
Roofing
Central AC
Heating
Owner Occupied
Number of Stories
Total Rooms

RN

Bedrooms
Full Baths
3/4 Baths
Half Baths
Number of Kitchens
Finished Fire places
Year Built
Effective Year Built
Interior Grade
Exterior Grade
Overall Grade
Interior Condition
Exterior Condition

1

Overall Condition
Visual Appeal
Maintenance

AVERAGE
AVERAGE
AVERAGE

P

BRICK
PERMANENT

NO
HYDRONIC
1.0

13
13

2
1

2
1956

1997
GOOD

AVERAGE
AVERAGE

AVERAGE
AVERAGE

Conformity
EQUAL-IMPRVD
Livability
AVERAGE
Primary Kitchen Quality
STANDARD
Primary Bath Quality
STANDARD
Percent Complete
100
Main Floor Area
1899
Upper Floor Area
Finished Attic Area
1899
Above Ground Area
1251
Basement Area
1150
Finished Basement Area A
Finished Basement Grade
Carport Surface Area
Attached Garage S. Area
Builtin Garage S. Area
Basement Garage S. Area 648
Above Grade Area + Basement Area: 3150

16-36-327-014-0000
Legal Description
BEG 366.96 FT S & 1763.7 FT E FR W 1/4 COR SEC 36, T 1S, R 1E, S L M; S 88^30'
E 120 FT; S 2^08' E 170.9 FT M OR L; S 88^29' W 130 FT; N 1^04' E 177.39 FT M OR
L TO BEG 0.5 AC 4525-0146 5341-0994 9003-4588 9012-8946 9333-2601 9333-2607
Resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Printer Friendly Version
Classic Parcel View
Legal Description
Building Sketch
Property Type Search
Interactive Parcel Map
Neighborhood Values
Adjoining Values

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TTY
Disclaimer
Non Discrimination
Accessibility
Privacy Statement
GRAMA
County Directory
Employee Connect

© Salt Lake Countyâ€”All rights reserved

EXHIBIT E

EXHIBIT F
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3330 S 1300 E
Millcreek UT
84106
801-214-2700

File # LUHO-22-011

Land Use Hearing Officer Staff Report
Request Type:

Variance

Parcel IDs:
Address:

22-01-332-023-0000
3887 East Thousand Oaks Circle

Zone:

R-1-10, Single-Family Residential Zone

Applicant:

Jeff Speigel

Planner:

Robert May
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The applicant is seeking a variance for a reduction in the front yard setback to fifteen (15) feet
for a single-family dwelling. The applicant is asking for a variance from the setbacks as
prescribed within the R-1-10 Zoning Code. Millcreek City Code §19.14.050.
Pursuant to Millcreek City code,
19.04.565 Yard, Front: Front yards serving single-family dwellings, duplexes, triplexes and fourplexes shall be defined as the space on the same lot with a building, between the designated front
of the residence and any lot line abutting a street or private right-of-way.
The subject property comprises of .28 acres and is located at 3887 East Thousand Oaks Circle.
The property lies within a cul-de-sac, giving it an irregular shape compared to other properties in
the neighborhood. Additionally, due to the contour of the property having steep slopes greater
than 30%, makes constructing a single-family dwelling more difficult to build on compared to
others in the neighborhood.
The subject also lies within the Residential Compatibility Overlay (RCOZ) Zone Chapter 19.71
of the Millcreek Code. Prior to construction, the applicant received an administrative approval to
reduce the front yard setback from thirty (30) feet to nineteen (19) feet by way of an RCOZ
Option (B) exception. Option B allows the City to consider deviations from one or more of the
standards provided based upon the compatibility of the proposed residential application with
other houses in the immediate neighborhood. The exception allows deviations for proposed
construction under Option B from the division prior to submitting building plans. Permissible
deviations from minimum front and side setbacks are included so long as the applicant provides

evidence established by reliable photographic, engineering, architectural or other evidence from
the proximate neighborhood. “The minimum front setback is the average of the front setbacks of
residential structures that are on six lots of applicant's choice that are within the proximate
neighborhood of the subject property.” Refer to 19.71.040 Option B Deviations From General
Standards Based On Neighborhood Compatibility.

In summary, the applicant and their property were administratively approved by staff to
reduce the required front yard setback from thirty (30) feet to nineteen (19) feet. 19.24 feet
to be exact. The application was approved approximately 3-4 months ago from the date of
this report. Due to the placement of the garage and driveway, along with the steep slopes
and irregular shaped property, the applicant is requesting a front yard setback of fifteen
(15) feet from nineteen (19) feet. Essentially a request for an additional four (4) feet. 4.24
feet to be exact.

STAFF ANALYSIS
Staff agrees with the applicant in that literal enforcement would cause an unreasonable hardship
for the applicant and that there are special circumstances attached to the property that do not
generally apply to all other properties in the same neighborhood. The irregular shape created from
the cul-de-sac, makes applying the front yard setback difficult since the front property line is not
linear and consistent to measure from.
Due to steep slopes and minimal flat surface being available, the amount of safe buildable area is
much less than normal. Staff notes that front yard setback reductions have been granted in the past
for similar reasons and that staff typically supports allowing for setback reductions to avoid
building on steep sensitive slopes.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
•
•
•

Exhibit A - Location Map
Exhibit B - Variance Letter
Exhibit C – Site Plan with topography / Close up image showing area of garage with 15' foot setback
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Exhibit B

Exhibit C

